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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Forty-Ninth Day: Sunday, February 4, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 463*-133-85-67—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Navistar (8th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Summer Scamp (10th race)—8-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)PLEIN AIR: Two-pronged class drop on point; second start off a layoff  
(#8)RAIN IN SPAIN: Second behind next-out winner in last; stalking trip 
(#2)PRADO VISION: Closer gets more ground to work with; on the drop 
(#6)PASSIONATE GIRL: Caved in off tepid fractions in last; sets the pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-2-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)GRACE B: Like the cutback to a six-panel trip; tactical speed, tighter  
(#8)SATIRE: Hasn’t been seen in over a year; start away from best race? 
(#3)GAMER GIRL: Best effort is over a “good” strip; eventful trip on 1/10 
(#1)COMMISSIONED: Closer needs early pace assistance; third off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-3-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)SCATNAP: “Cat hopped” on the drop; catches light crew vs. open foes  
(#2)MIGHTY PATIENT: Figured to need last start off an extended hiatus 
(#3)FLYING GIRL: Won 2-of-3 on GP dirt, back to cellar; last race a concern 
(#1)BEAUTYOFADAY: Wide draw hurt last time; capable on this class level 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-3-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)R LITTLE SECRET: She’s the speed of the speed; “bullet” in the holster  
(#4)MOBEAUTIFUL: Sire’s get are runners, I. Ortiz, Jr. up; sharp blowout 
(#5)BIRD OF PEACE: Zerpa barn hitting at a 37% clip at tilt; Jaramillo up 
(#6)FLIRTY: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint for TAP; blinkers “on”, Saez up 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-5-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)HOLY HELENA: Homebred is the class of the field; useful turf works 
(#5)SHAAN(IRE): Runs well fresh, hooked monster in G3 stakes last time 
(#4)LIBERTY KITTEN: Game win off the sidelines; affinity for the GP turf 
(#6)KYLLA INSTINCT(GB): Placed in 4 of last 6; Gaffalione stalks the pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)STYLITUDE: Ignore turf experiment; in snug for a quarter; hood “on”  
(#2)MY CANDY FOREST: Double-dip drop on the money; gets Lasix, blinks 
(#9)QUICKLUCKYCOCO: Buried on the rail in last start; capable for $25K 
(#1)AURORA PRINCESS: Barn solid w/ 1st-timers for a tag; post a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)NEVISIAN SUNSET: Has 2-turn heat under her belt; 9F in wheelhouse  
(#4)KALLIO: Dead game from 10-hole on debut; improvement in the cards 
(#7)BALLSTON: Well-bred filly improved on turf for Mott; plenty ‘o upside 
(#2)KENSINGTON: 9F on turf out of the box a tall order; solid Payson tab 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-7-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)NAVISTAR: $900,000 colt will relish the 2-turn stretch out; 7-2 M.L. 
(#4)MISSISSIPPI: Scratched out of yesterday’s Holy Bull S. for this spot 
(#2)STORM RUNNER: Loving the turf-to-dirt play; tighter this go-around 
(#7)COVE BLUE: Beat a good field in maiden win; two sharp breezes since 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-2-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)NIGHT OWL: Useful debut on Belmont’s inner turf setup; 2-turns today  
(#3)PARK LANE: Shuffled back, rallied on debut; Tapeta-to-turf play suits 
(#12)BRATTATA: Has never missed the tri, stakes placed; post worrisome 
(#8)AMAZING AUDREY: Sports a “bullet” work around the “dogs” for TAP 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-12-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)SUMMER SCAMP: Just missed on drop to cellar; eats up a 1-turn mile  
(#10)RUSSIAN GREEK: Neck shy of wining past three starts; fires fresh 
(#8)INMYFATHERSIMAGE: Right back off nightmare start; fits for $6,250 
(#2)SIR HANNOUN: 2nd off the shelf, drops for Walder; better with blinkers 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-8-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#4)STARSHIP WILDCAT: 9YO is an 11-time winner and handy; tighter  
(#2)THE ZIP ZIP MAN: Rallied while wide in last; placed in 13-of-19 starts 
(#3)SEIZE: Been facing better foes for Clement; used up in hot early pace? 
(#5)SHADOW ROCK: In the right spot for a quarter; sitting on a sharp work 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-3-5 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#6)ALERT KITTEN: Just missed in her first start for a tag; J. Ortiz stays 
(#1)JORDY’S READY: Massive drop for Serpe; saves ground, blinks “on” 
(#2)HELEN HAYES: Woke up on the grass for $20,000; first off the claim 
(#3)PLAY THAT TONE: Love the stretch out, dirt-to-turf; first-Lasix noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-3 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, and 
Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


